BE A PART OF UNISERV!

CONSULTANT MASTER DATA
MANAGEMENT (m/f)
To reinforce our Customer Success Consulting team at the Uniserv
headquarters in Pforzheim we are currently seeking a Consultant
for Master Data Management (m/f), for immediate appointment.

SMART IDEAS?

SHOW US YOUR
GOLDEN PROFILE

UNISERV is expert for successful customer data management. We provide support for customers such as Allianz, Deutsche Bank, eBay, EDEKA, E.ON, Lufthansa, Siemens, TUI and Volkswagen. Our team of experienced consultants and developers, together with powerful tools
and proven solutions, ensure accurate and current customer data throughout the entire data
lifecycle. In Pforzheim, Amsterdam and Paris 130 Golden Profiles are dedicated to ensuring
that UNISERV grows continuously. If you like to push things forward, become a part and
contribute to our 360°-view.

YOUR CHANCE
•
As a Consultant Master Data Management you are re
sponsible for heading, controlling and implementing master data management projects, as well as for providing all
necessary support for your team. Your focus is on migration
and consolidation projects for customer/supplier data and
related information
• You will design system architectures, data models and process flows
• Within the consulting team you will setup our CDH solution
for Demos, Proof of Values and Implementation Projects
and target Uniserv methods within the framework of your
customer projects
• You provide support and advice our customers within the
framework of each project and customer requirements
• You are an important player in the creation of company-
wide, project-related data management solutions for our
customers

YOUR GOLDEN PROFILE
• You have completed your studies of computer science, business computing, or have similar qualifications
• You can provide proof of successful data management or
data migration projects in which you have already been involved at least for 3 years
•Your work is carefully planned, targeted and success-orientated, and you are well known for your pragmatic approach
and ability to provide customer orientated solutions
•
You have excellent communication skills and you are a
teamplayer
• You have comprehensive experience of professional enterprise data management solutions, e.g. Informatica or Talend
• You have in-depth knowledge of all aspects of data management understanding the concepts of master data,
meta data, reference data and data management processes
like onboarding of a customer
• Ideally you have understanding on how Data Governance
can help organizations in creating single view of the customer and being compliant to regulatory requirements
• Your professional profile is rounded off with very good English and German knowledge (verbally and written), and you
are prepared to undertake extensive business travelling

INTERESTED?
If so, please send your application (including possible starting date and salary expectations) by email to job@uniserv.com.
Your contact person: contact Ms Jeanette Weißgerber, tel. +49 7231 936 1043. We look forward to hearing from you!
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